
a lead technologist who sits in that team as well,” says
Morgan. “They’re funded through the DRIVEN project
primarily at the moment but we set it up with that longer
vision of working closely with RACE. So we recently got
some funding for some feasibility work around AVs and
Mobility as a Service and we’re keen to appoint a joint
fixed term post [for that] with us and RACE.”

Mobility as a Service
Earlier this year Innovate UK awarded £2.5m to a two-

and-a-half-year autonomous public transport vehicle trial
in Oxfordshire led by FirstGroup. The trial is focused on
the Milton Park business centre close to Didcot and the
project also has a Mobility as a Service dimension (LTT
02 Mar). As well as the county and district councils,
project partners include Arrival and local MaaS system
developer Zipabout. 
Oxfordshire has been working with Zipabout on a

multi-modal journey planner, Zipp.to, which is due for
launch imminently. “That’s properly multi-modal – park-
and-ride, dockless bikes, it also has a learning system
built into it so the more you use it the more personalised
it becomes,” Morgan explains. “If you’ve got a saved
journey and, for instance, something’s happened on the
A34, the idea is it’ll warn you and suggest, ‘Why don’t
you go to Didcot and get the train in to Oxford today?’
“Because it’s built on lots of existing data we can then

use that as a really good tool for putting in something
like a Mobility as a Service product on top. So we’re
talking to MaaS providers to say, ‘There’s a journey plan-
ning tool that could allow you to plug in your services’.
We’re talking to our local partners about if there is a way
we can do something in a small-scale pilot.” 
Morgan says there are “all sorts of internal opportuni-

ties” for MaaS to play a role in the council’s own social
care and school transport.
“We think all the key elements of MaaS are in Oxford

because we’ve got good bus companies; we’ve got the
public transport data integrated by all the operators;
we’ve got car club companies – Zipcar and Co-wheels;
and we’ve got dockless bikes. So we’ve got a lot of
choice.”
Oxford has four bike hire firms: HourBike’s dock-

based system mainly based in Headington and three
dockless systems: Mobike, Ofo, and Ponybike. In all,
Morgan believes there are about 1,000 hire bikes in the
city. Although Mobike is Chinese, the Oxford operation
is managed by Cycle.Land, “a sort of Airbnb for bikes”
start-up that came out of the University of Oxford. “The
idea is you could put your bike up [on its website] and
someone pays for it, collects it and uses it for the day.”

Electric and hydrogen
The Go Ultra Low Oxford project, funded by the Office

for Low Emission Vehicles, is testing different approaches
to electric vehicle charging in the city’s terraced residential
areas, where vehicles have to be parked on-street. The
project is being run by Oxford City Council and the county
council, and the University of Oxford’s Transport Studies
Unit and Centre on Innovation and Energy Demand are
conducting user analysis.
The trial was intended to identify lessons to inform a

national roll-out but the DfT has now opened a funding
stream for councils, although ministers recently expressed
disappointment with the low level of interest shown. 
“It’s no surprise that a lot of the authorities have not

taken up that funding because who knows how to do this,”
says Morgan. “I think the drawdown of funding will be
slower because they [councils] need the feedback from the
likes of us and the London boroughs who are doing it to
say, ‘If you do this, this seems to work the best way.’”
Oxford’s project is testing equipment supplied by five

manufacturers: eVolt, ENSTO, New Motion, Ubitricity
and Zeta. Six different types of charging equipment are
being trialled: two types of lamp column charging (Ubi-
tricity’s smart cable system and Evolt’s Opticharge in
which the metering is in the lamp column); three types of
charging bollard (eVolt, ENSTO and Zeta); and a home
charger installed across the pavement in lockable gullies,
which removes the trip hazard for pedestrians. Morgan is
impressed by the latter’s simplicity. 
The trial hasn’t gone as smoothly as anticipated. “Our

main issue is the grid – loads of them [charging points]
have had to await an electrical connection. We’ve had
quite a few issues where they [the electricity distribution
network operator, DNO] have done an initial survey and
said the capabilities are there. The issues have largely been
resolved with the pilot sites, but it is likely to be a consis-
tent issue with on-street EV charging. The city council,
who are managing the project, have raised this on the risk
register for wider roll out.”

Oxfordshire is a partner in a new European Investment
Bank project, HelloEV, designed to accelerate the uptake
of electric vehicles through European-wide bulk purchas-
ing. “The idea is bulk-buying relieves the need for
government grants – you sell the vehicles directly into
businesses with a discount you get from bulk-buying,”
Morgan explains. “There’s a core management group from
all the partners across Europe and they all buy together
and you get allocated an amount each. Our target is 100
vehicles to sell in three years but we’re hopeful that, with
the way EV sales are going up, we’ll get way past that.
We’ve done that with a local partner, UrbanDNA.”
In February, Innovate UK announced funding for a

large-scale vehicle-to-grid project in Oxford. Led by EDF
Energy R&D UK, the V2GO project also includes the
University of Oxford, the county council, electric van man-
ufacturer Arrival, EO Charging, Upside Energy, and Fleet
Innovation.
“The aim there is we’re going to test the capability of

using batteries in vehicles for balancing the grid,” says
Morgan. “If you think of delivery vehicles, they finish at
4pm but some of the peak electricity demands are actually
4pm-6pm, so if a vehicle comes back in and still has 40
per cent of its charge, can you use half of it to put back
into the grid? Then it [the vehicle] just charges up
overnight so that it’s ready to use in the morning.
“The university is going to be using its buildings ini-

tially – drawing electricity from the vehicles. The hope is
that by the end of the project we’ve found one of our

buildings that is suitable as well. We’ve got a host of deliv-
ery companies who are going to test it too. There’s a real
possibility that, if the business model works, the delivery
companies will be really interested in it because they could
see how they could reduce their costs, in terms of their
building [electricity] costs.”
The electricity fed from the vehicles will only be used

for local buildings, he says. “At the moment we think it
will have to be localised because of grid issues; the grid’s
not ready to take that weight of energy back so it’ll prob-
ably be done with some localised battery storage. But,
again, these are the questions to be answered in the
project.”
Electricity isn’t the only power source of interest to

Oxfordshire: last month the council became a member of
the Hydrogen Hub, a network of stakeholders promoting
hydrogen as a transport fuel and energy source. Morgan
says some of the land at Bicester’s park-and-ride site is
reserved for energy experiments. “We’re looking at pro-
viding hydrogen refuelling but also potentially battery
storage.”

Data and modelling
The council is involved in numerous transport data pro-

jects, including one with Google-owned WAZE, the
real-time crowd-sourced sat nav. Oxfordshire supplied
WAZE with a data feed from the council’s network man-
agement system and the council receives a data feed of
traffic disruption from WAZE. Morgan says a PhD
student from Oxford Brookes University and the Oxford
Internet Institute, part of the University of Oxford, are
looking into how the data could be used.
The council is keen to explore if real-time traffic data

can be incorporated into the replacement for the existing
Central Oxfordshire transport model. “We’re asking the
market whether we can have something that constantly
evolves, so effectively it’s validating all the time,” says
Morgan. “At the moment you do a model and every five
years update it for a big chunk of money. As we’re getting
more and more real-time data, if we can feed that into the
model the model can always revalidate itself, so you can
effectively always have a new baseline.” He also wants
to explore if the new model could be used for predictive
analytics of developing traffic situations, allowing the
impacts of disruptions to be better managed. 
The county plans to use the relatively new EU innova-

tion partnership procurement route to work with
consultants and explore what is possible. “We think we’re
going to be one of the first in the country to use that for
a relatively big procurement. If you’re going out with
something where you don’t really know the answer, you
can test the market. You can effectively fund a research
and development round – you could take through as many
people as you want and at the end of that R&D round you
could award the contract to one of those, or not.”

Wider horizons
Oxfordshire is keen to help other authorities set up

innovation teams. “We go out to other authorities and tell
them what we’re doing. We’re really keen [to see] if we
can work out a model to help other places do what we do.
It’s not about making loads of money or anything, it’s
about trying to support other places.” The council also
manages an innovation working group as part of its con-
tribution to the England’s Economic Heartland grouping
of councils that stretches from Swindon to Cam-
bridgeshire.
A big internal change is about to happen with the inno-

vation and research team becoming an ‘innovation hub’
for the whole council from July. Morgan will lead the hub
full-time. “I don’t really want the team to expand in
numbers that big,” he says. “It’s more about supporting
service areas, so I would expect the project owners would
be in the service areas.”
The change will open up a whole new set of innova-

tions for Morgan and his team to get their teeth into.
“We’ve started with adult social care and our first pilot
project – using Amazon Echo for testing an enhanced
level of adult home care services – has just begun.” 

              We think all the key
elements of MaaS are in Oxford
because we’ve got good bus
companies, we’ve got car club
companies and we’ve got
dockless bikes.

Oxford has three dockless bike hire operators,
which could be incorporated into a MaaS operation
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